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The ID. Buss as paramedic´s car

Hannover | 16.09.2022

IAA Transportation 2022: 
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles 
and superstructure manufacturers 
showing more than 30 new models

Game changer: the first ID. Buzz paramedic’s car now electrifying 
the emergency vehicle segment

Lots of space: Multivan launching as a new taxi version with 
efficient turbo-diesel engine and up to seven seats

Workshop vehicles trending: superstructure manufacturer shows 
Crafter for the first time with a mobile e-bike workshop

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles (VWCV) will be present at IAA Transportation 2022 
with a great multiplicity of new models. In parallel with the globally electrifying ID. 
Buzz and completely new pick-up Amarok, there are interesting special vehicles from 
superstructure manufacturers with which clever solutions are being shown in practic-
ally all categories and areas. These include highlights such as the first paramedic’s 
vehicle based on the ID. Buzz. Also making their debuts are innovative vehicle con-
cepts such as the new Multivan as a taxi version and all sorts of different kinds of su-
perstructure for the successful Crafter model.

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles and superstruc-
ture manufacturers will be showing more than 30 
models at IAA in hall 12 and outside. Several of 
them are new special versions of the ID. Buzz, 
which even before its launch is already in high de-
mand; all of them are on show for the first time 
anywhere in the world. One example is the ID. Buzz 
paramedic’s car from German superstructure manu-
facturer Bösenberg. Electric motoring has thus ar-

rived in the emergency vehicle sector too. There is also a complete redesign being 
shown of a second Bulli: the 2021 Multivan. It is now being presented in Hannover as 
a large taxi that can be ordered direct from the factory. Further new Multivan product-
s include a vehicle from Dutch superstructure manufacturer Snoeks, which cleverly 
combines the transport of passengers and goods.

The Crafter is in engineering terms one of the most modern vans of its class. At IAA 
Transportation 2022 a wide variety of superstructure manufacturers are showing new 
developments for this product line. The spectrum ranges from pick-up, via well-
thought-out courier vehicles, all the way to an MPV suitable for off-road driving. Also 
represented in large numbers this year at IAA are new workshop superstructures. One 
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highlight of this trend: the mobile e-bike workshop from German superstructure man-
ufacturer Kögel/Flexmo, who have thought of everything, right through to fire protec-
tion. Likewise on show in Hannover are the VWCV Caddy and T6.1 product lines, as 
well as the company’s camper vans.

For the media IAA Transportation 2022 begins on 19. September with the first press 
day. From 20. to 25. September the trade show doors in Hannover are open to all visit-
ors.

  : You will find this text along with the pictures Notes for editors here and at www.
vwn-presse.de

https://vwn-presse.de/content/pressedb/de/en/presseartikel.html?cfPath=%2Fcontent%2Fdam%2Fpressedb%2Fpressemitteilungen%2Fen%2Fpressetexte%2F2022%2Fiaa-transportation-2022---volkswagen-nutzfahrzeuge-und-die-aufbauhersteller-pr-sentieren--ber-30-neue-modelle%2Fjcr%3Acontent
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The Crafter pick-upThe new Multivan as large taxi

Three of the IAA models: ID. Buzz Ambulance,
Multivan Taxi, Crafter flatbed truck

The ID. Buss as paramedic´s car
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Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles

We Transport Success, Freedom and Future

As a leading manufacturer of light commercial vehicles, the Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles brand (VWCV) is reshaping the 
transportation of goods, services and people in a fundamental and lasting way. Our vehicles transport construction workers, families 
and adventurers, bread rolls, parcels and surfboards. Every day they help countless people all over the world to do a good job, they 
operate as mobile workshops and they bring paramedics and police personnel to wherever they are needed. At our sites in Hanover 
(D), Poznań (PL), Września (PL) and Pacheco (ARG), around 24,000 employees produce the Transporter, the new Multivan, Caddy, 
Crafter and Amarok model lines, and since May 2022 the ID. Buzz – the fully electric version of our iconic Bulli. Within the Volkswagen 
Group, VWCV is also the lead brand for autonomous driving and for mobility offerings such as Mobility-as-a-Service and Transport-as-
a-Service - areas in which we are shaping the future of mobility. In this way, the brand is transporting the society of tomorrow with 
all its requirements for clean, intelligent and sustainable mobility. It is this that Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles stands for with its 
brand promise: We transport success, freedom and future.

Information on all aspects of the Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles brand and the Hanover site can be found at:
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